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Tsukuyomi-no-Mikoto

“Tsukuyomi”redirects here. For other uses, see
Tsukuyomi (disambiguation).

Tsukuyomi or Tsukiyomi (⽉読, also known as

A shrine to Tsukuyomi-no-Mikoto in Kyoto

Tsukiyomi-no-mikoto), is the moon god in Shinto and
Japanesemythology. The -no-mikoto ending is a common
honorific suffix for the names of gods, of similar mean-
ing to“the grand, the great, the exalted”.*[1] The name
“Tsukuyomi”is a compound of the Old Japanese words
tsuku (⽉,“moon, month”, becoming modern Japanese
tsuki) and yomi (読み, “reading, counting”).*[1] The
Nihon Shokimentions this name spelled as Tsukuyumi (⽉
⼸,“moon bow”), but this yumi is likely a variation in
pronunciation of yomi (読み,“reading, counting”).*[1]
An alternate interpretation is that his name is a combina-
tion of tsukiyo (⽉夜,“moonlit night”) andmi (⾒,“look-
ing, watching”).“Yomi”also may refer to the Japanese
underworld, though this interpretation is unlikely.
Unlike the myths of ancient Greece or Rome, the
Japanese moon deity is male. This is clear in the ear-
liest mentions in sources such as the Kojiki and the
Man'yōshū, where Tsukuyomi's name is sometimes ren-
dered as Tsukuyomi Otoko (⽉讀壮⼠, “moon reading
man”)*[2] or as Tsukihito Otoko (⽉⼈壮⼠, “moon
person man”).*[3]
Tsukuyomi was the second of the“three noble children”
born when Izanagi-no-Mikoto, the god who created the
first land of Onogoro-shima, was cleansing himself of his
sins while bathing after escaping the underworld and the
clutches of his enraged dead wife, Izanami-no-Mikoto.
Tsukuyomi was born when he washed out of Izanagi's
right eye.*[4] However, in an alternate story, Tsukuyomi
was born from a mirror made of white copper in Izanagi's

right hand.
After climbing a celestial ladder, Tsukuyomi lived in the
heavens, also known as Takamagahara, with his sister
Amaterasu Ōmikami, the sun goddess.
Tsukuyomi angered Amaterasu when he killed Uke
Mochi, the goddess of food. Amaterasu once sent
Tsukuyomi to represent her at a feast presented by Uke
Mochi. The goddess made the food by turning to the
ocean and spitting out a fish, then facing the forest and
game came out of her mouth, and finally turned to a
rice paddy and coughed up a bowl of rice. Tsukuyomi
was utterly disgusted by the fact that, although it looked
exquisite, the meal was made in a disgusting manner, and
so he killed her.*[4]
Soon, Amaterasu learned what happened and she was so
angry that she refused to ever look at Tsukuyomi again,
forever moving to another part of the sky. This is the rea-
son that day and night are never together. In later versions
of this myth, Uke Mochi is killed by Susanoo instead.
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A painting completed in 1998, depicting the descent to earth of
the Shintō moon god Tsukuyomi.
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